Spatio-temporal distribution of volcano-tectonic (VT) seismicity. Aseismic zones are apparent in the north-west of the caldera as well as beneath Sakurajima's central conduit (> 5 km). Events are colour-coordinated by time. The events south-west of Sakurajima's summit (~130.62 E) have also been hypothesised to have a tectonic rather than volcano-tectonic origin [21] . The surface projection of the best-fit oblate source from this study is shown with the blue circle. Map created using GMT 4 [59] . Figure 2 . 3D seismic tomography. Colours show the distribution of seismic P-wave velocity. These data are used to constrain the Young's Modulus of the crust in the 3D model setup for a more realistic mechanical crustal representation, using equations (1) -(3). Maps created using GMT 4 [59] . , Z (c), and DP) within a wide parameter range to reduce the misfit objective function (d) (from an initial condition obtained via analytical models [17] ). A subsequent inversion has a reduced parameter range, focused in on the results from the first inversion. It again varies the parameters to search for an improved solution, or ensure that the previous solution was optimal and robust. The latter is confirmed by the lack of further reduction in the misfit value (d). The vertical black line in the plots indicates the break between the first and second inversions. 
